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Thieves hit Crazy Ox
By Rene Hering
hieves broke into the Crazy
Ox early on the morning of
October 2 and madcoff with
about S8, 000 in cigarettes, lottery
tickets, duffel bags and cash.
"The break-in was well
organized. It was done by
professionals," said head of RRCC
security Ernie Marion. "I would
estimate that the break-in took
about three minutes."
"I've been here since 1976.
We've had break-in attempts at the
Crazy Ox but no one has succeeded
before," he said.
According to Marion, the thieves
approached from the poorly lit
shipping and receiving docks and
gained entry by smashing through
a skylight.
The thieves then lowered
ga themselves into the store.
I The skylight is only a few feet
from RRCC security's front office.
i
"The security office is not
occupied after 11 at night," said
Marion. "Between 11 and 7 there

T

■ Ox attack: thieves broke into the Crazy Ox through this skylight.

are three security personnel on duty
to cover 1.2 million square feet."
SA President Gord Fardoe
blames the lack of overnight
security on provincial budget cuts.
"There's a limited amount of
resources here devoted to security
and that's because of provincial
cutbacks in 1991 and 1992 prior to
board governance," said Fardoc.
The Winnipeg police department
is currently investigating the breakin, but at press time the police had
no suspects.
Crazy Ox manager Bill Jost
doubts the thieves will ever be
caught.
"The police haven't caught
anyone yet and it's been eleven
days. The thieves have had a lot of
time to unload the cigarettes," he
said. "I don't think they'll catch
anyone."
Jost refused to confirm the exact
amount of the cigarettes stolen but
said that total goods and cash taken
amounted to S7, 000 to S8, 000.
The Crazy Ox is covered by theft
insurance.

Instructor puts foot in mouth
Computer instructor makes homophobic remarks during AIDS awareness week
By Jason Beck

A

Red River Community
College instructor is in hot
water after making
homophobic remarks to a group of
students during AIDS Awareness
Week.
Steve Lawrence, a computer
instructor, made the remarks after
a few of his students returned from
a lecture on AIDS awareness given
by Kurt McGifford on Oct. 7.
"When we got back to class, he
told us the lecture was a waste of

ON THE COVER:
Kurt McGifford is a gay
activist suffering from
the AIDS virus who was
speaking in the college
the day instructor Steve
Lawrence made
homophobic remarks to
a few of his students.
He says the comments
perpetrate violent
attitudes toward gays.

time and that AIDS was God's
way of punishing homosexuals,"
Creative Communications student
Carol Harvey said.
"I think it's inappropriate for
someone in this day and age to say
this to his students. It's
irresponsible."
Lawrence, who denied refering
to the lecture as "a waste of time",
said the comment was an off-thecuff biblical reference that he now
regrets making.
"I made a reference to the Bible
but I was not wishing death on
anybody," he said.
"I think the students have taken
it an extra step."
McGifford, a gay activist who is
suffering from the AIDS virus,
demanded a written apology from
the instructor when he learned of
the remarks. He also wanted the
incident documented on
Lawrence's employment record.
"I'm not out to crucify this guy,
but I'm really a believer that people
have to be held accountable for

their actions and what they say," because the discussion took place
in an informal setting.
he said
"Comments like this perpetrate
"I think it was pretty
the violent attitudes that some unprofessional but, as an adult, I
people have toward gays. It's got don't find it too offensive because
to stop."
he was joking around," he said.
Since the incident, Lawrence has
"I think he knew what he said
apologized to the class, apologized was a big mistake and he realized
to McGifford on the telephone and
submitted a written apology to the
Classmate Debbie Krywenko
college.
was also offended by Lawrence's
Dean of Business Dave comments, though she admits the
Williamson says he is satisfied with tone of the conversation was very
the way in which the instructor has light.
handled the matter so far, though
"I think it was a ridiculous
the situation will be reviewed by comment for anyone to make," she
an external person in the weeks to said.
come.
"I think Mr Lawrence has to
"I don't consider the matter learn the difference between
closed, but I'm satisfied with how humorous rapport and what you
it has been handled so far," he said. can get away with."
"I'm quite happy Steve came
Harvey says Lawrence has told
forward and offered to apologize homophobic and off-color jokes in
to the students and Kurt McGifford class before, though nothing as
himself."
extreme as the recent comment.
Mike Thibault, another one of
"He told us some joke about a
his students, says he was not greatly milkman having AIDS and
offended by Lawrence' s comments something about Michael Jackson

and little boys," she said.
Lawrence, who claims he once
made reference to a homophobic
joke in class but has never told one
to his students, admits he has
learned a lot from the incident.
"I've learned it's not appropriate
or professional to state any personal
opinion or view in fron t of a student
at any time," he said.
"I feel very badly about the whole
situation and I wish I could white it
out."
Williamson confirmed the
incident will be recorded on
Lawrence's employment record.
McGifford, President of The
Body Positive Coalition, spoke
for an-hour-and-a-half before the
incident on the topic of "A Person
With AIDS".
While none of the students
involved think Lawrence should
be further reprimanded as a result
of his comments, Harvey says he
should have to attend AIDS
conferences to catch upon the facts
of the disease.
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Majority of
aboriginal
students will
not vote
By RoseAnna Schick

W

hile the majority of
students at Red River
Community College are
deciding who to vote for in the
federal election, some students
have decided not to vote at all.
Weekly polls taken on campus
suggest that 63% of the aboriginal
students polled will not be voting
on October 25.
One student who did not want to
be named was insulted when
Elections Canada decided to send
bingo markers to First Nation
communities, and will not be voting
because of it.
"The issues go beyond what you
mark your ballot with," she said.
"If a person doesn't want to vote a
marker won't change that. Actions
like this do nothing but contribute
to the negative stereotypes of native
people."
Elections Canada launched a
campaign to urge First Nation
community members to vote by
including bingo markers in their
promotional voting kits.
These kits were sent out to First
Nations early in the election
campaign.
Another student said he is
concerned that native issues are
never mentioned by the party
leaders in their election campaigns.
Grand Chief of the Assembly of
Manitoba Chiefs Phil Fontaine sees
the frustration of people reflected
in the voting patterns.
"The biggest concern of native
voters is their perceived inability
to influence change," he said.
"There is a belief that the electoral

process and the so-called
democratic process belongs to
elites as opposed to the people."
With the high degree of
uncertainty among voters in this
election, Fontaine believes that
native people have an opportunity
to establish a greater voice in
government and to establish
change.
According to Fontaine, the large
aboriginal vote in a number of
tidings can ultimately influence
who is elected.
Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs'
media relations advisor Bruce
Spence said that while the AMC is
not endorsing candidates for the
federal election, they are
encouraging band members to use
their vote.
He pointed out that the issue of
inherent right to self-government
killed the Meech Lake Accord, and
added that native issues do have
the ability to make an impact on
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Liberals
maintain lead
at RRCC
By RoseAnna Schick

"I'm voting Liberal because Kim promises fora quick solution for
Campbell is making a fool of something that will take some
herself," said Dan MacKenzie.
time.
The Progressive Conservative
The New Democratic Party
party recieved six votes in week recieved five votes in week four
four, and slightly increased to nine and three votes in week five, a
votes in week five, maintaining a slight decline in support.
solid second place behind the
The Reform party remained
Liberals.
at five votes in weeks four and
"Kim Campbell has some five.
enthusiasm and she'd make a better
38% of students polled in week
leader," said Computer Analyst four were undecided, and week
Programmer student Elizabeth five showed 34% undecided.
March.
In both weeks four and five,
Salim Thomas, a Business four students said they are not
Administration student, is voting voting, and one student in week
for the PCs because he thinks four said he will go to the polls
Canada has to face up to its but is going to spoil his ballot,
economic problems and Kim which is known as a "junk vote."
Campbell has not been creating
any false hopes or making false

weekly poll taken on
campus during the past
five weeks suggests that
the Liberal party is gaining the
confidence of students at Red
River Community College.
Fifty students were selected at
random each week and ricked
which party they would be voting
for in the federal election on
October 25.
Week four results show the
Liberal party 's popularity from
week one to week five has almost
tripled.
Jerald,
a
Business
Administration student, said the
Liberal party would be the best
party to deal with native issues.

A

FEDERAL ELECTION POLLING RESULTS
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Liberal

4

5

9

10

11

P.C.

8

9

7

6

9

N.D.P

0

8

7

5

3

Reform

2

2

4

5

5

1

1

legislation.

1

1

Rhino

Serious
Sous

Undecided

34 (68X)

21(42%)

"No" Vote

1

4

Other

0

"Junk" Vote

18 (36%)
5

19 (387.)
4

National

17 (34%)
4

III Phil Fontaine.

Poor
planning W
kills
forum

By James Ham

here's the beef?
The candidates forum
organized by the Target
Education coalition at Red River
Community College attracted 24
students.
"I was was very surprised at the
low turnout on both sides," said
student Gary Hertindahl. "If the

Conservatives had been here, there
would have been more of a debate."
Three questions were asked two
of which came from representatives
of Target: education.
Candidates Rey Pagtakan
(Liberal), Anna Polonyi (National
Party) and Judy Wasylycia-Weis
(NDP) came out to address RRCC
staff and students.
"I wish more students could have

come out to this but I guess in the
middle of a school year. Swdents
have a lot of competing priorities
for their time," said Pagtakan.
Dave Hackbart, who is heading
up the Target: Education on
campus, agreed the forum was not
the success it could have been. He
said problems with planning got in
the way.
"I did not get word that this was

in the works until Tuesday, and
nothing was actually confirmed
until late Wednesday night," said
Hackbart.
"By that time, the tower lounge
was the best facility we could
get to hold the forum in and it
also left us very little time to
advertise the event."
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A letter from CMOR

AIDS is no laughing matter

To the Editor:

Ignorance still runs rampant when it comes to the HIV virus
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f ignorance is bliss,
North America must bc
the happiest continent on
the globe.
Despite countless newspaper
articles, radio call-in shows,
television specials and government public service announcements, there are still millions of
individuals out there who are
either too stubborn or too apathetic to listen to the facts about
AIDS.
Consequently, this ignorance
keeps a number of inaccurate,
prejudicial myths alive.
Regardless of what they may
have heard, some individuals in
society still consider AIDS to
be some sort of divine punishment from above against homosexuality. These same individuals also believe AIDS victims
should be banished to an island
somewhere and, if Magic Johnson is HIV positive, then he
must be a .....

The fact these attitudes and beliefs exist in 1993 is nothing short
of mind boggling.
And the fact they exist on this
campus is even harder to believe.
Take the case of computer instructor Steve Lawrence who,
shortly after a lecture on AIDS
awareness was held on campus,
told some of his students that AIDS
was God's punishment on homosexuals.
This incident not only took place
within minutes of speaker Kurt
McGifford wrapping up his lecture on the topic of "A Person With
AIDS", this also occurred IN THE

MIDDLE OF AIDS AWARENESS WEEK!
If the Projector awarded prizes
for tackiness, I think we'd have a
winner.
Apart from displaying a complete disregard for professional
ethics in regards to the studentinstructor relationship, Lawrence
also let it slip that he is living in the
dark ages.
If AIDS is God's punishment to
homosexuals, then why do hetemsex uals get it? Arc we supposed to
assume they are caught in the
crossfire?
Why do babies get AIDS? Would
Mr. Lawrence have us believe that
infants infected with the HIV virus
would have grown up to be homosexuals anyway?
In his defense, the instructor
claims he was making an off-thecuff biblical reference, but I'd like
to see where in the Bible it says:
"One day, God will come down on
the homosexuals".

The argument is ridiculous.

In light of the relatively recent emergence of the disease
in North American culture, and
the fact that not a lot of Canadians have experienced the horror of AIDS up close, it's possible to attribute much of the
confusion to fear and misunderstanding.
Fear, however, is no excuse
for ignoring the discoveries of
modern science and neglecting to get the facts on the disease before forming an opinion.
Living in an AIDS-infected
society only requires simple
thinking and an ounce of compassion.
To avoid catching the disease yourself, pay attention to
the information that becomes
available on the disease.
And if you meet someone
with AIDS, just remember that
it's no one's fault.

Jason Beck
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To the Editor:

P.S. To Kenton Larsen: We like
your movie reviews better when
you haven't actually seen them.

7. Have to get women before you
can share them.
6. Closet bingo bowling champion can't write on a real sport
5. Can' t score on Marion Rheaume.
4. Had help counting to ten.
3. Don Cherry already fills hockey
quota for pompous rednecks.
2. Janet's got more brains in her
little finger than Neil has in his...
head.
1. Can't find his stick.

Lynne Stefanchuk and Lara
Schroeder

Lara Schroeder
Creative Communications

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

These are the top ten reasons
Neil Hiebert's Top Ten list in the
last issue shouldn't have been published:

I appreciate your concerns regarding censorship of the Projector and CMOR in your editorial in
the Sept. 20 issue. However there
are some facts that are inaccurate.
Facts I believe are important and
MUST be addressed.
In reference to your quote, "we
actually believed the censors were
going to win", I would like to re-

We love Zippy The Squirrel.
We think there should be two
pages of Zippy The Squirrel
every issue. We think you should
lock the artist in a small room
until he delivers. Zippy is much
more interesting than Natalie's
breasts. He's even funnier.

ntertainment

editor

ri

KENTON
LARSEN

10. Possible conflict of interest with
"buddy" Jason Beck.
9. Too subtle.
8. Not worh the $7.50 (three beers)
Projector paid for it.

mind you that it was your inexperience that caused the media aUendon and support, as opposed to a
great injustice.
I am quite aware there was a
misunderstanding about whether
or not this particular issue of the
Projector would be reprinted, but
the fact that you chose to take this
story to the Winnipeg Sun immediately after our meeting was an
overreaction and made an issue of
an idiotic prank. This was an
embarassment to your editorial
staff, the Students' Association,
the Projector and your future colleagues in the journalism field.
I appreciate the fact you feel I
am fair and open-minded about the
Projector. As you well know, I am
a firm believer in freedom of the
press and I truly believe the calibre
of writing of the Projector staff is
far superior to your university counterparts (a credit to the Creative
Communications program). But I
feel the impression your editorial
leaves your readership with is that

I do not want to hear complaints
about the paper. This could not
be farther from the truth.
To be an effective association, student representatives
NEED to hear from the students
about their concerns and I have
ALWAYS stressed that my door
is open to ALL students ALL
the time. The S.A. and my office would be acting as irresponsible publishers if we ignored public concern.
I hope a lesson was learned
from this experience. As much
as journalism is based on current information and timeliness,
sometimes time is needed to
reflect accuracy and the weight
of consequences. This is the difference between good journalism as opposed to sensationalism over trivial matters.
Gordon Fardoe
President
RRCC Students'
Association

The editors of the Projector have
graciously given me this time to
present my side of the Great CMOR
Censorship Debate.
Let me start by saying that contrary to what Mr. Beck says, this is
not censorship. Allow me to give
some background.
When the Student Association first
approached me and asked if I would
be interested in managing the outside interests of the radio station, I
went out into the business community and asked if they had a good
opinion of CMOR.
Of the miniscule fraction that had
heard of CMOR, roughly 65% gave
me an enthusiastic thumbs-down.
Some used phrases like "just playing around", "completely unprofessional", and "wasted my time".
Others claimed that CMOR couldn't
find various parts of their anatomy
with both hands.
But time and time again, I heard
these business people say that they
wouldn't want their money sunk
into a station where the DJ's would
play activist songs and start protesting the world. We were specifically
compared to CKUW, the University of Winnipeg radio station.
To put it mildly, this alarmed me.
The Student Association had made
it abundently clear that chasing advertising revenue was one of my
first priorities.
Enter Jason Beck and Kenton
Larsen and their show: the
Alternative PuppetHead Hour.
I was in the station this summer,
working at my desk, when I heard
the name "Pat Buchanan" come out
of the studio speaker. I listened a bit
more, and the song that was playing
seemed to be of a political stripe.
When it ended, Jason said, "That
was the new one from Moxy
Fruvous, called 'Stuck in the '90s."
Hmmm, I sez to myself, that would
probably scare away a few bucks.
But since it was just one song, I
forgot all about it.
About a week later, I was watching MuchMusic. The VJ introduced
the video, "Stuck in the '90s" by
Moxy Fruvous. Oh good, I said,
let's see what this is all about.
I don't know how many of you
have seen the video, but one segment has a set designed to look like
the cover of the Sgt. Pepper album.
However, rather than having the
Beatles in front, this had three cardboard cutouts, one each of Ronald
Reagan, George Bush and Kim
Campbell. The band walks past this
set, out a door, and into a winter
scene in an alley, where there is a
poor soul shivering under a blanket,
holding out a tin cup.
Yike.
I called Cory to the station the
next day. "Look", I said, "I know
that continuing with this kind of
music is going to scare away ad
revenue. I think we should consider
adopting a policy of apolitical affili-

ation and not play music making any

kind of political statement."
Cory agreed. The two of us discussed how we could implement this
policy. At this point, we didn't have a
CMOR executive, so we decided that
when we hired others, we would inform them of this policy.
At the first DJ meeting, I told all the
prospective DJ's that there were going
to be some changes in CMOR. These
had to do with how the DJ's comported
themselves when representing the station. These included:
a) when at a CMOR-run social, all
DJ's had to be clean and sober at all
times,
b) when wearing the CMOR logo,
either on a badge, shirt or jacket, the
DJ's had to act as if their sweet old

grandmother was watching them, i.e.
no going into strip clubs, acting drunk
and disorderly, or anything that might
reflect badly on the station.
I expected a fight on at least the first
one. Instead, I got complete agreement. Well, I said, that was easy. Then
I brought up the apolitical affiliation.
I think Ground Zero on Bikini Atoll
would have been quieter than the meeting at that point.
The first thing I heard was "CENSORSHIP". This was echoed in Mr.
Beck's editorial. Let me address that
first.
It is not censorship. Censorship is
banning everybody from reading,
watching, listening, or expressing what
they want, when they want, where they
want, and how they want. It is a hateful, dictatorial thing that, historically,
always leads to the suppression of freedom.
I' m not saying that nobody can listen
to Moxy Fruvous. I'm not saying that
their music should be suppressed. The
CMOR executive made a collective
decision not to play political music.
This is called a content decision, and
every radio station in the world has to
make them. Calling our decision censorship is akin to calling 92 CM's
decision to not play opera censorship.
The next thing I heard was, "WHO'S
MAKING THE DECISIONS?"
That all depends on how you look at
it. Here's how it works. If we get a
complaint about a piece of music, the
CMOR executive meets to discuss taking it off the air. The executive consists of myself, Cory, the two promotions directors and the two executive
DJ's. My vote holds no more weight
than anyone else's. However, since
I'm the de facto manager of the station,
the decision that is reached ultimately
is my responsibility, much like a captain is responsible for the actions o f his
crew. The DJ's report to the executive,
and the executive reports to me. I report to the Student Association and
Student Council. This means if they
don't like the way I'm doing my job,
they fire me. That's the way radio in

the real world works, and that's the
way CMOR should work.
The next thing was "COLLEGE
RADIO IS SUPPOSED TO BE CONTROVERSIAL, AND SUPPORT
STRUGGLING ARTISTS."

True. That's the way college radio
should be. College radio has a little
more freedom than the normal radio
stations out there.
But....
The Student Association, I mentioned
before, wants ad revenue out of CMOR.
Last year, CMOR returned not one
penny to the SA. It is my job not just to
bolster CMOR's look in the community this year, but to negate last year's
image and the image that's been generated over the past four years. Not an
easy task. To accomplish this, I have to
make CMOR attractive to clients who
want to sink money into the station.
And to do that, I have to make sure the
station offends nobody. It has to be
pablum to the listener. Later, when ad
revenue is coming in, we can push the
envelope a little more. Nothing would
make me happier than to sec CMOR as
the World's Most Dangerous Radio
Station. There's a lot of potential here,
and CMOR could be a real force in
Winnipeg radio. But it will take time to
get to that level. And you gotta walk
before you can run.
A coalition of DJ's met with me
about a week after the first meeting.
They expressed their concerns, I expressed my views, and together we
reached a compromise. Rather than
banning controversial music altogether, any piece that was questionable would be moved into one of the
Alternative Time slots, with a disclaimer saying, "The views expressed
in this hour do not necessarily reflect
the views of CMOR, the Students'
Association, or their executives." It
was generally agreed that this was a
good compromise that worked for everybody.
But still, this does not seem to be
enough for some people. Cory tells me
that some are concerned with the power
that rests in the hands of the CMOR
executive, saying we could abuse this

power. To them, I say the SA hired us,
entrusting us with the responsibility to
wield the power we have wisely. Again,
if we abrogate that responsibility, we're
out the door.
We've had a few complaints about
the two Christian Rock shows we run.
The CMOR executive met, and decided that since CMOR has been running a Christian show since at least
1989, with very few complaints, we

would continue to do so.
I really am surprised at the level of
resistance to this policy. In my mind,
there are a lot more important isues in
our world than whether or not a second-rate college closed circuit radio
station plays Moxy Fruvous or not. To
anyone who feels there is more to this
than I have covered here, I invite them

to come to the station and meet with us.
As for the rest of you, our listeners, be
patient. CMOR will be a cutting-edge
station not to far into the future. But the
foundation has to be laid prperly, or
the whole structure will come crashing
down.

Richard Fickes
Business Manager
CMOR

Chatter
By Jennifer Still
If you found out someone in your class was HIV
positive, how would you react?
Shed McKinnon
(Business
Administration):
"I would just treat them like a
normal person. It wouldn't
even cross my mind?

Phil Speiss
(Business
Administration):
"I'd probably ignore them. I'd
be cautious. I wouldn't bug
them, I'd just stay away. I'd be
really paranoid with the fact
that someone's got it because
I don't want to get it?

Trent Kelly
(Business
Administration):
"It wouldn't bother me. I've
got a friend back home that

has AIDS."

Barbara Teschner
(Hotel And Restaurant
Administration):
"Whether or not they
haveAlDS, or whether or not
they are lesbian or gay, I
wouldn't treat them
differently than I treat my
best friend."

Dave Spivak
(CM Sales):
'Treat people as they should
treat you. Who carts if they
are black, white, or have
AIDS/ It's not a homosexual
disease: it's a life disease?
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Survey shows lack of awareness
By Julie Haywood and
Rene Ilering

Who is the mayor of Winnipeg?
96% answered correctly

ass

Who is the premier of Manitoba?
84% answered correctly

a

Who is the leader of the
Manitoba Liberal party?
10% answered correctly

0

Who is the leader of the
Manitoba NDP party?
66% answered correctly

Oui JoH

W

■ Students walk the halls largely unaware of college politics.
students correctly named the mayor
of Winnipeg and the prime minister
of Canada.
Although the vast majority of
students could identify Kim
Campbell as prime minister of
Canada, only 56 per cent of
students knew the exact date of the
upcoming federal election.
As for the leading parties in the
election, 68 per cent of those polled

named the top four.
When asked who the leaders of
the top four parties arc. 38 percent
of respondents answered correctly
while 28 per cent could name at
least two leaders.
For the poll 50 students were
surveyed randomly during lunch,
ten from each of the following
areas: The Cave, The Buffalo
Cafeteria, The Prairie Room, The

Voyager Room, and the cafeteria
in Building J.

The Survey
Who is the President of the
RRCC Student's Association?
18% answered correctly
Who are the two VPs of the
RRCC Student's Association?

Who is the Prime Minister of
Canada?
96% answered correctly
What is the exact date of the
federal election?
56% answered correctly
Name the four leading parties in
the upcoming election.
68% answered correctly
Name the leaders of those
parties.
38% answered correctly
28% knew at least two leaders

Target: Education
a bust at RRCC
By James Ham

w

hen it comes to the Red
R iver Comm unity College
campus Target: Education
coalition is missing the mark.
The coalition has taken a low
key approach on campus in
informing students on the issue of
education.
"We have to honestly address
our communication situation on
the campuses," said Brian Kelcey,
Target: Education co-ordinator.
"We are doing far better than we
deserve to he doing and you can be
assured that we will be doing
more."
On Friday, October 9, the
COO I I l ion hosted a candidates debate
in the Tower lounge, at which 24
people were in attendance.
Campus co-ordinator for the
coalition, Dave Hackbart said that
a short preparation time and lack
of advertising for the event were
the reasons for the poor turnout but
vowed that the campaign would
turn around on campus very shortly.

"As election day draws nearer,
we are getting more serious about
our campaign, as are students in
general," said Hackbart. "More and
more people are asking about our
coalition and are looking to help
out which will mean a lot."
Hackbart said that at present
there are ten volunteers working
on the campaign at RRCC.
"Unfortunately at this time, we
have too few people doing too many
things."
Out in the riding of WinnipegNorth and South, Kelcey is quite
happy with the job the coalition
has done.
"Locally, Mark Hughes (Reform
candidate in Winnipeg-South) is a
prime example of a candidate who
has begun to address the postsecondary education issue," said
Kelcey. "That is a direct result of
the coalition's work because no
one was raising this issue until we
came along."
In Winnipeg-North candidate
Judy Wasylycia-Leis (NDP) said
that the coalition has had a definite
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College high risk for AIDS

10% answered correctly
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hat do SA Vice Presidents
Dave Hackbart, Scott
Hodgson and Manitoba
Liberal leader Paul Edwards have
in common?
Ninety per cent of Red River
students don't know who they are.
In a Projector poll of 50 students
taken on October 8, only ten per
cent correctly named the two
RRCC Student Association Vice
Presidents and the leader of the
Manitoba Liberal party.
SA President Gord Fardoe did
slightly better, 18 per cent of
students could name him.
"I'm very happy thatpeople could
name MC before Paul Edwards,"
said Fardoe. "But the Projector
survey provides hard evidence for
something we've suspected for a
while. Apathy has been a problem
in the past and we're addressing the
problem right now."
The Student's Association has
created the position of Promotions
director to help increase political
awareness among students.
On the plus side 96 per cent of
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By Shirley Kowalchuk

practices. The results are as
follows:
• Five men with more than one
sexual partner said they used
condoms. Each of the five claimed
to carry condoms with them but
none were able to produce a
condom during the interview.
If used properly, latex
condoms reduce the risk of
transmission of the HIV virus by
acting as a barrier to the virus.

f statistics are to be believed
AIDS is a reality for some
students at Red River
Community College.
"This is a high risk group," said
Phylis Law, director of the RRCC
Health Centre.
According to Law, people
between 18 and 26 years old
practice serial monogomy with
many partners and are less likely
• One male student involved in a
than older people to use safe sex
monogamous relationship with a
practices.
The student population at RRCC dentistry student said he uses
generally fits into this age group, condoms for birth control and for
and are at increased risk for what he believes to be a significant
contracting sexualy transmitted risk of HIV infection from his
girlfriend due to her involvement
diseases incuding AIDS.
Yet during AIDS Awareness with dentistry practices.
There is no conclusive evidence
Week Kurt McGifford, president
of Body Positive Coalition, told that dentists can infect or become
students there is no excuse in 1993 infected by patients. Dentists, like
for anyone to become infected with doctors, nurses and other health
the HIV virus except carelessness. care professionals use an
The HIV virus is responsible for international standard of blood
and body fluid precautions to
AIDS.
In response, the Projector prevent transmission of any
conducted an informal survey of blood and body fluids and their
components during procedures.
involving 18 RRCC students.
• One man stated he has never
Nine men and nine women were
questioned regarding safe sex been involved in a sexual

I

relationship, but if he were to
become sexually active he would
request his partner take an AIDS
test prior to sexual contact.
Anyone can be tested for the
presence of the HIV antibody,
indicating that exposure to the
virus and infection has taken
place. You will recieive pre-test
counselling, during which you
will be assessed for exposure to
any risk factors. If risk is
m in imal, it will not be considered
imperative that you take the test,
but it will be up to you.
• Two men stated they did not
use condoms because they were
involved in what they believed to
be a mutually monogomous
relationship.
An increasing percentage of
people infected with the AIDS
virus became so becatisP their
marital partner had become
infected as a result of an extramarital relationship and, in turn,
infected their spouses.
• Only one out of nine women
surveyed said she used condoms.
She stated she has many sexual
contacts and uses condoms for
protection against sexually
transmitted diseases as well as for

Student council
elections cancelled
Council still most balanced
in years: Fardoe
By Antonie Koop

the

■ Brian Kelcey.
effect on how the campaigns have
been run.
"Education issues have always
been a high priority for the NDP,
but Target: Education has helped
increase awareness among voters
in this election as well as keep this
issue in the minds of all the
candidates."

ead

Projector!

he elections for student
council representatives
were cancelled last week
due to a lack of nominations,
forcing the Student's Association
to award the seats by acclamation.
"People do not want to get
involved but there's so many things
going on," said Fardoe. "The
average age of a Red River student
is twenty-eight and getting higher,
many of the people here are single
parents or are married and simply
don't have the time to become

T

actively involved."
Red River College, when
compared to other colleges and
universities, has historically been
at the bottom of the scale in terms
of voter participation.
Last spring only 6% of the
students cast ballots in the SA
executive elections.
Despite low voter turnout the
1993-94 student council is shaping
up to be the most balanced and
representative council in years
according to Fardoe.
"It looks like we will have
representation from all areas of the

college including those where there
has traditionally been a lack of
interest such as in health or
technologies," he said.
This year, in an effort to improve
student involvement, the SA has
created the position of a Promotions
director to examine how to make
students more aware of college
activities.
"When I came in here we found
there were lots of problems with
how the SA was being run, so last
year was a clean-up year and this
year we will continue to look for
ways to improve," said Fardoe.

birth control.
• Five of the remaining eight
women stated they did not use
condoms because they were
involved in a monogamous
relationship and beleived that their
partners had no other sexual
contacts. They said they used other
forms of birth control.
A large percentage of women

newly diagnosed as HIV positive
become so as a result of
transmission from their
husbands who participated in
unsafe sex with an extra-marital
partner.

• Three women said they are not
sexually active but would probably
use a condom if they were.

■ Condoms reduce the risk of contracting AIDS.

Students trying
to start women's
centre
By Karen Wade

A

group of students is trying
to start a women's centre
at Red River Community
College.
Spokesman Lara Schoeder is
concerned that women's issues
are not a priority at RRCC.
"I noticed a lack of resources
for women specifically," said
Schoeder. "As a former student
from theUniversity of Winnipeg,
where women's issues are a top
priority, it was qui te a major shock
to see the absence of specific
women's programs at RRCC."
Sabina Hinkel, a representative
of the Women's Centre at the
University of Winnipeg is
shocked that RRCC does not have
a women's centre.
"A women's centre is basically
a place where women can go to
get away if they need some time
to themselves," said Hinkel.

"I think it's crazy not to have a
women's centre at RRCC," said
Laura Sims of the University of
Manitoba Women's Centre.
"Having a safe place for women
is important. Campuses are very
patriarchal places."
Naomi Levine,
sexual
harassment officer at the
University of Winnipeg, thought
RRCC had a women's centre
and was surprised when she
learned it did not have one.
However, she added she did
not believe the absence of a
women's centre indicated a
fundamental disregard for
women's issues at the college.
"Whenever I have had any
dealings with the President or
the Student's Association in
general I have always had the
impression that there is a genu ine
committment and concern for
women's issues," said Levine.
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fter four years and over
$50,000, gym facility users
will be better accomodated.
As of December 1, 1993, the
North Gym will opened from 6am
to 9pm Monday to Thursday with
a possible upgrade to the facility
involving an exchange with
equipment purchased over four
years ago.
"There is no place to move the
equipment", said Gord Fardoe,
President of the Student's
Association. "But there will be an
exchange between the Student
Union Building Fund and the
College so that the existing gym
will be upgraded with some newer
equipment."
Although the SA and the SUBF

A

are considered seperate bodies, $2
are taken from students from
students $80 SA fee and $1 is
taken from fees for courses taken
through Continuing Education to
be used for S tudent Union Building
Projects.
The change of hours comes after
requests by students who pay fees
but are unable to use facilities.
The Student's Association and
Alumni Association will be
funding the extention of hours and
the College will provide the
neccessary funding to keep an
attendant at the gym so that it will
bekeptopenedcontinuously during
the hours of operation.
Karen Jamer, the Fitness Facility
Attendant said the change of hours
is good but when one considers the
wear and tear on the equipment,

they can't afford to be open any
longer.
It was hoped that more people
would have accomodated over four
years ago when the Student Union
Building Fund purchased over
$50,000 worth of used gym
equipment with the intentions of
forming a workout area in the
basement of Building B.
"I told them it wouldn't work,"
said June Graham, Head of the
Physical Education Department.
"There's no shower facilities and
the girls wouldn't go into the
basement without security."
After the former Executive
Director of the Student's
Association left the college, the
plan was deemed illogical for these
reisons and the equipment
presently sits in the basement.

Rent increase good for students
By Debbie Krywenko

T

he one percent increase for
renters announced by the
provincal government is big
news for students, almost as big as
a two for on e spec ial on Mr. Noodle.
"Basically I feel it's really good
for students," said SA VicePresident of Finance Scott

Hodgson. " Rent increases in past
years have been as high as six
percentand with the elimination of
the government student bursaries,
it's really helpful that the increase
isn't as outrageously high this
year."
"The increase is so low, I wonder
if repairs will be neglected by the
building owners because of excess

revenue lost to them," said
Anthonie Koop.
Scott Hodgson agreed saying that
the one percent increase doesn't
even cover the increase in the cost
of Hydro landlords will be facing.
"The one percent increase is
marvelous, " said student Kym
Bourdin. "Now I can afford
ketchup for my Kraft Dinner."

S

College hires funding 'guru'

Gym upgrades planned
By Kelvin Venne
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By Hilary Pickering
im Daly, described as the
"guru of private funding"
by SA President Gord
Fardoc, has been hired by the
college to set up a private funding
strategy.
"Red River Community College
has a lot of potential. I've heard a
lot of great things," said Daly. "I

■ Fardoe: What me, worry?

ice are becoming a
problem in the SA offices
to the extent that President
Gord Fardoe keeps a mousetrap in
his office.
"I would like to sec something
done about it," said Fardoe. "I have
a problem getting rid of the
carcasses."
There were about eight mice
trapped last year, according to
Fardoe.
Former Vice-President Amy Ho
found a mouse in her coffee last

M

year.
"Everyone ran away but I saved
him from certain death," said
CMOR station manager Corey
Petrachek. "Then I washed him off
and fed him."
As for the rest of the college, the
Department of Government
Services was asked to Like a couch
from the tower lounge after mice
had been seen running in and out of
it.
"Should there be a high
frequency of mice on campus or
official complaints I'll look into
it," said Fardoe.

By Kevin Warburton

R

ed River Community
College Security is cracking
down on illegally parked

cars on its property, giving out
about 100 tickets per day.
Prior to Sept. 28, security officers
had only been issuing warnings to
cars without parking passes.

By Betty Punkert
lack of understanding may
be to blame for the lack of
female response to the
recently announced SA Safewalk
program.
"It wasn't very clear at the
outset that there has to be an

A

equal number of men and women
because of the employment equity
contract," said Gord Fardoe.
Human Resources refused to
release the exact number of
applicants for the positions.
Part of the problem is due to the
fact that the job was not advertised
very well, according to applicant
RoseAnna Schick.

.*Ist-tre

Established by her family, in memory of
Deanna Marie Thomas, daughter of two
former Red Rver Comminty College
students. Two awards of $300 each will
be presented annually to students with
dependents ; one to an Advertising Art
student and the other to a Computer
Analyst/ Programmer student. Criteria
include completion of at least two terms,
minimum 2.5 G.P..A. and financial
need.
Application forms are available from the
Student Awards Office, Builing C,
Room 306. Please be sure all sections of
the application are completed before
submitting it for consideration.
Incomplete applications will not be
considered.

Two Busaries of $500 each are
available to full-time students
attending Red River community
College. One will be awarded to a
second year Business Administration
student and the other to a second year
Electronic Engineering Technology
student.
The selection of recipients will be
based on financial need and academic
progress. Application forms are
available from the Student Awrds
Office, Building C, Room 306. Please
be sure all sections of the application
are completed before submitting it for
consideration. Incomplete applications
will not be considered.

here in 1967.
Through all of his fundraising
efforts Daly has raised over 100
million dollars for various
organizations.
Jim Daly is currently the head of
private funding at the University
of Manitoba.

By Todd Besant
f the proposed health
plan for students
council
recieves
approval, the student body
could be the key to passing it
in a referendum vote.
Ideally the plan would
cover, but not be limited to,
physiotherapy, massage
therapy, chiroprac tic services,
a tutorial benefit, out of
country travel benefit, and a
drug plan that would cover
oral contraceptives.
"It is a pretty comprehensive
plan," said Fardoe. "It has been
adopted by Medicine Hat
Community College and
Mount Royal College."
The Students' Association
would hold public information
meettngs to answer any student
concerns about the'plan.
"Students tend to neglect
their health when they 're short
of money," said Fardoe. "The
information meetings would
help students realize the
package will be of some
benefit to them."
So far the best minimum
cost is $72 per student per
year.
Students could opt to cover
a child or a spouse, or opt out
altogether if they are covered
by another plan.

The Student's Association will
be taking applications throughout
the year.
"We're trying to work around
student's needs," said Fardoc.
"We don't want anyone to
jeopardize their program."
The Safewalk program is
scheduled to begin November 1.

and $60, but reduced fines are
available if they are paid within 15
days.
"Towing is also one of the
options we have," Marion said.
Failure by a student to pay a
parking fee or fine may result in
the student's mark transcripts,
diplomas or certificates being
withheld until such time as the
amount due is paid.
There has been an increase in
parking pass sales at the book store
since ticketing has started.
Over 1000 annual student
permits and 500 monthly student
permits have been sold.
According to Marion, there are
roughly 1000 parking spaces with
plug-ins and 800 without.

NOW AVAILABLE
MS. JOHNSON'S
PROVEN

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

0 LB.- 15 DAY - DIET

is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(April 1994, September 1994, January 19951

"A BRIGHTER
YOU"
EASY TO FOLLOW • EAT REGULAR

General requirements at time of entry include:

1 We regular and lost 10 lbs in only 14 days, this diet
work,"
Mrs. K. Jones, Winnipeg, MB

• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

' 1 love this diet. If 1 had only known of it
sooner'
Miss Gaunt Larson, Grand Forks, N.D.

Order Now!!!

Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A •ell-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

Completed application forms will be
accepted at the Student Awards Office
up to and including Friday, October
29, 1993.

"We are enforcing the traffic
and parking regulations on a daily
basis," said head of security Ernie
Marion.
Ticket fines are between $50

Female security scarce

3M Canada Inc. Bursary
Deanna Marie Thomas
Memorial Award

being set.
"Setting measurable goals is
challenging because up until April
1, 1993 the college had left
everything up to the Department
of Education," said Gord Fardoe.
Daly has done some fundraising
for the Un iversity of Saskatchewan
and the University of Brandon.
One of his largest successes was
bringing the Pan-American games

Security cracks down on illegal parking /

Prez battles mice
By Nadia Moharib

plan to see measurable
improvement within the next three
to five years."
Daly is expected to report back
to the college's executive within
the next short while to implement
the strategy he has organized in
conjunction with the Board of
Governors.
Goals and objectives for private
funding at RRCC are currently

Health
plan
details
released

Call: 1-800-888-4777 or
Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West 84th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55431

from G.A.P. (Group Against Pornography)

$10 Cheque or
Money Order
It Works!
Free Bonus Gift!
Available Exclusively
Through
Ms. Johnson
Box 20213, Dept D
3310 Portage Ave.,
Winnipeg, MB R3K 2E6

comva ilo iscoss10ll43
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Nirvana - In Utero (MCA)
Review by Kenton Larsen

N

on pretenders to the grunge-rock
throne, could easily match the
popularity of "Smells Like Teen
Spirit." The song kicks of with a hook
that recalls 'Teen Spirit", and quickly
explodes into a gratifying scream-fest.
And the underlying melody on the
Freudian "Heart-Shaped Box"
separates Nirvana from bands who
think that noise can be substituted for
smarts.
Cobain's lyrics, which range from
horrific images to bad puns, have
reached new heights, as he plainly
aims to be grunge' s answer to Leonard
Cohen (who's mentioned by name on
"Pennyroyal Tea").
On "Scentless Apprentice" the
"Electrolytes smell like semen"
(ewww), "I'll kiss your open sores,"
Cobain promises on "Rape Me", and
"Throw down your umbilical noose so
I can climb right back" is the send-off
on "Heart-Shaped Box."
Less scary is the word-play on "Very
Ape": Cobain names himself "king of
illiterature" buried in"contradictionary
flies", and advises that "If you ever
need anything please don't hesitate/
To ask someone else first."
Cobain's only misstep is in his
reliance on the slow-fast-slow-fast,
quiet-loud-quiet-loud song structure.
The formula, though undeniably
powerful, quickly becomes predictable
after the first few cuts.
In Utero never strays far from the
credo mentioned in "Radio Friendly
Unit Shifter": "Hate your enemies/
Save your friends/Find your place/
Speak the truth." It's a fascinating,

focused victory of dispirit. 0000

Review by Jason Beck
The latest release from Squeeze is
the most consistent and well-written
album the group has come up with since
East Side Story 12 years ago.
Some Fantastic Place reunites the
band with vocalist/keyboardist Paul
Carrack, who last sang vocals on
Squeeze's biggest hit to date,
"Tempted". The new disc not only

Projector-O-Matic
Rating System
00000 Classic
0000 Excellent
000 Average to Good
00Fair to Poor
OAbysmal

includes another strong single sung by
Carrack (a mesmerizing sequel to
"Tempted" entitled "Loving You
Tonight"), it also includes 10 other
thinking man's pop songs.
"Everything In The World", a
catchy, soulful love song built around
Carrack's hammond organ rhythms,
"Some Fantastic Place" a vintage
Squeeze ode to eternal happiness and
"'True Colours (The Storm)" stand
out., like Carrack's song, amoung the
groups's best work. Most of the other
cuts, such as "Pinocchio" (about a lyer),
and "It's Over" (about the death of a
relationship), would fit in perfectly on
the band's earlier releases.
Songwriters Chris Difford and
Glenn Tilbrook also prove they have
not lost their knack for humorous lyrics,
as is evidenced in "Cold Shoulder":
"Cold shoulder/ Like a slaughtered
cow in a butcher's fridge".
Produced by Squeeze and Pete
Smith, Some Fantastic Place is a
consistent return-to-form that does not
contain a weak track. 0000

Ren and Stimpy - You

Eediot! (Sony)
Review by Lisa Ferrand

Review by Jason Beck

■ Nirvana's Krist Novoselic, Kurt Cobain, and David Grohl: smells like teen dispirit.
The Skydiggers -Just Over
This Mountain (Capitol)
Review by Carol Harvey

Squeeze - Some Fantastic
Place (PolyGram)

Relentless is relentlessly boring.
Very 000
Relentless 0

Lawrence Gowan - ...but
you can call me Larry
(Sony)
On ...but you can call me Larry,
Gowan sets out to re-invent himself
and rediscover his musical roots.
The result is a serious, mature effort
that holds up better than his last two
releases.
Through with the bleached hair and
strange costumes that characterized
much of the '80s pop scene, Lawrence
Cowan teamed up with producer Jerry
Marotta and worked with the likes of
Tim Valiance, Annette Ducharme, Jann
Arden and former Red Rider guitarist
Kenny Greer to create 11 cuts that take

If you listen to one piece of advice,
let it be this: Just Over This Mountain
must be heard more than once - more
than twice, in fact, to really appreciate
its worth.
On first listen the CD sounds
suspiciously - make that overtly - like
their others in terms of, well,
everything. It almost makes one
wonder if the Skydiggers are ever going
to climb over "this mountain of
repetition" and get on with originality.
But alas, a second listen mellowed
this reviewer's perspective. The tempo
of the album plays like a leisurely walk
in the park, slowing down now and
then to pick the flowers, mixing with
the occasional sprint of playful energy.
"Just Over This Mountain",
"Shimmy Up Those Words", and "80
Odd Hours" are perhaps the catchiest,
most upbeat songs of the disc, and
certainly the twang-iest.
Lyrically, the Skydiggers have
chosen to maintain their usual subject
matter - love, lack of love, love, etc.
"This is No Time" is also lyrically
reminiscent of other works by the band:
"Nothing you have offered me has
turned out like it should/Nothing you
could do to change my mind/But as I
turn away from you I realizerhis is
not the time to change my mind."
All in all, Just Over This Mountain

is apleasantmix of v image S kydiggers
sound_ Perhaps one wouldn't use the
LP as a "psych-up" tool before going
to play in, say, the Stanley Cup final,
but it's enjoyable nonetheless (and
hasn't AC/DC cornered that market
anyway?). 000

The Rankin Family - North
Country (EMI)
Review by James Ham
Say what you want about that
maritime sound that borders on
country, but the bottom line is that the
Rankin family packages fun.
And on their third album, North
Country, that is no difference.
Once again Jimmy Rankin has
proven that he is one of the best
Canadian songwriters today.
Two prime examples of his talent
are "Mull River Shuffle," which has a
sound that might even make Mikey
Jackson want to jig, and" Lisa Brown,"
which breathes fresh life into that
traditional country sound.
Yes, this package has the traditional
Gaelic ballads that their fans seem to
just love, but "North Country" may be
too commercial (that might just be a
result of the commercial success of
"Fare Thee Well Love").
However, it's still a good album,
and besides, how can you say anything
bad about a band with someone named
'Cookie' in it? 000

Mariah Carey - Music Box
(Sony)
Review by James Ham
Mariah Carey is back and sounding
smooth as ever.
Music Box is her fourth release, and
it's filled with a clever combination of
soft sounds and seductive dance tracks.
Perhaps the best song on the album
is "Hero", a smooth, romantic ballad
that is sure to occupy a great deal of
time on Billboard's top 40.
If you like the top-40 sound with a
dance edge you'll love "Now That I
Know," which is reminiscent of her
hit, "Someday" from her first CD.
Carey has a hand in the production
and writes the lyrics as well (with the
exception of "Without You").
It wouldn't be too much of a stretch
to say that Mariah Carey is the female
equivalent of Mr. Smooth, Luther
Vandross, a guy who has "been setting
the mood" since 1980.
And yes, that would mean she's
better than Whitney Houston. 000

The Breeders - Last Splash
(PolyGram)
Review by Kenton Larsen
The Breeders' Last Splash should
make some pretty big waves.
Fronted by ex-Pixies' bassist Kim
Deal, the band walks the delicate
balance between Pixies-like, fuzz
guitar and catchy pop melodies that

his sound a step further.
Though a number of the pianooriented compositions fall into the
soppy love song department ("You
Never Let Go", "Soul's Road"), Gowan
does manage to stray from the formula
from time to time. Consequently, the
best cuts include an ode to the '60s
called "Moonchild's Psychedlic
Holiday" and "Dancing On My Own
Ground" an upbeat rocker in which the
artist reacts to his status in the the

■ Ren and Stimpy and their laugh-a-minute release. But can they sing?
band has expanded their range.
The disc includes a thrash-style track
known only as "number 88", a 40-

second aural montage "Hi-Desert Biker
Meth Lab", and a country & western
flavored track called "Lonesome

Johnny Blues".
Tracks such as "Euro-Trash Girl"
and Want Everything" define the
Cracker sound and =bound to become
classics.
The disc actually contains 99 tracks.

83 of which are two to five second bits
of silence.
It's annoying, and the only
conceivable reason it's included is to
prevent listeners from using the shuffle
function on their CD players, forcing
them to listen to the disc in the order it
was intended.

Though not all of the songs we as
powerful as the ones aforementioned,
I am hard pressed to fuld a track that I
could call weak 000 1/2

(and Super Creeps)" - David Bowie

Pet Shop Boys - Very/
Relentless (Capitol)

music industry:
"I've fmally come around/ Dancing
on my own ground again/ All that I've
lost I've found/ Dancing on my own
ground again."
Whether or not ...but you can call
me Larry will put Gowan back on the
charts is any body's guess (especially
in light of the fact the record label
passed up releasing "Dancing On My
Own Ground" as the first single).
The only thing the disc proves for
sure is that the man best remembered
for having a criminal mind still has a
lot to offer. 000

Review by Jason Beck

"Psycho Killer" Talking Heads

The Pet Shop Boys are back with
two new discs worth of material, though
one of them is a lot more worthwhile
than the other.
Very (available on its own or in a
set) is an infectious collection of synthpop hits that is very similar to the
British duo's past releases; Relentless
(available in a set with Very), is a
redundant waste of time.
The 12 tracks on Very sound like a
mishmash from their put releases.
"Liberation" and "Dreaming Of The
Queen" are orchestrated compositions
similar to the style of their Behavior

"Season of the Witch" - Donovan
"Witch" - Belly
"Boris the Spider" The Who
"Monster Mash" Bobby "Boris" Pickett
Black Magic Woman" Fleetwood Ma c
"Pet Se,matary" The Ramones

Cracker - Kerosene Hat
(EMI)

"Halloween Parade" - Lou Reed

Review by Rene Hering
There's no cheese with this Cracker.
Formed by Dave Lowery, exvocalist for Camper Van Beethoven,
Cracker has released their second disc,
Kerosene Hat , which takes on much
the same tone as their 1992 self-tided
release.
Lyrically, it's a mix of sophisticated
dead-pan humor, unrequited desire,
introspection, and pain of near
existential proportions.
Musically, it's reminiscent of
R.E.M's Green.
With Kerosene Hat, however, the
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band's recent world tour.
Though there are few musical
surprises on Very, tracks like "Can
You Forgive Her?", "Yesterday, When
I Was Mad" and the Pet Shop Boys'
cover of The Village People's "Go
West" rank among the pair's best
singles.
Relentless, the second disc in the
set, is essentially six boring extended
dance songs with almost no vocals.
Only "One Thing Leads To Mother"
stands out from the other five lame
cuts.
Whereas Very is very listenable,

owe much to the "girl groups" of the
early 60's.
Deal and co-producer Mark
Freegard cloak the disc in blurry
production, but the band's knack for a
catchy song makes even the distortion
sound alluring after awhile.
Anyone who's looking for answers
to the world's problems, however, can
look elsewhere; the LP's finely-crafted
alternative/pop pieces aim at being
one thing only: fun, fun, fun. And fun
they arc.
From the Ewok-like chants that open
the feedback-tinged "Cannonball" to
the pseudo-country charm of "Drivin'
On 9", the Breeders whisk out 15
alternapop ditties in just over 39
minutes with a frenzy that only
occasionally betrays their skill.
Music fans who like their pop with
a twist would be well-advised to plunge
into Last Splash. 0001/2

eaturA

irvana's In Utero smells like
teen dispirit.
The follow-up to 1991's megasuccess Neverrnind, takes direct aim at
bone-headed fans, copycat bands, and
success in general. Anyone who may
have expected a "thanks for buying all
our records and making us rich" disc is
in for a surprise, to say the least.
Right from the CD's opener "Serve
the Servants", frontman Kurt Cobain
spits out the bad taste in his mouth with
reckless abandon. "Teenage angst has
paid off well/Now I'm bored and old,"
he sings on "S cry an ts", setting the scene
for venomous attacks upcoming.
On the not-so-subtly-titled "Radio
Friendly Unit Shifter" Cobain succinctly
gets to the root of his problems, while
the delirium of Krist Novoselic's bass
and Dave Grohl 's drums drive the point
home: "I do not want what I have
got...What is wrong with me?"
Though some might be tempted to
help Cobain out - by never buying one
of his albums again - it's not hard to see
where he's coming from. Neverminds
sudden, surprise success stuck Nirvana
with not only a grunge-heap of
competitors, but also with major-league
artists like Michael Jackson.
That leaves Cobain to reconcile his
role as a "serious" artist in a
compromised world of pop, which wants
him only as the dreaded teen idol. Cobain
isn't the first guy this has ever happened
to, just ask the Beatles. Anyway, none
of this would even be worth considering
if Cobain wasn't so capable of
converting his obsessions into palatable
music.
"Rape Me", Cobain's bluesy attack

compladiscussioof
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"Bat Out of Hell" - Meat Loaf
"Ghostbusters" - Ray Paricer Jr.
"Thriller" - Michael Jackson
"Poor Skeleton Steps Out" - XTC
"Spirits in the Material World" The Police
"The Ghosts That Haunt Me" - Crash Test Dummies
-K.L.
•

LP, "I Wouldn't Normally Do This
KindOfThing" is reminiscent of What
Have I Done To Deserve This?" and
cuts like "Can You Forgive Her?" and
"Go West" would fit in comfortably
on their first two discs.
While The Pet Shop Boys are
generally regarded as commercial
synthesizer artists who continue to
churn out dance hits, the real appeal of
the material can always be found in
Neil Tennant's sharp wit and clever
observations. The most interesting cuts
lyrically include "Can You Forgive
Her," and the experimental "Yesterday,
When I Was Mad". In the latter cut,
Tennant lashes out at critics of the

Oh, Joy!
You Eedioti is the first Ren and
Stimpy spin-off album from the
Nickelodeon/Sony label.
The CD consists of 21 songs and
dialogue taken from (or inspired by)
the cartoon, minus a couple of changes.
Avid viewers of the cartoon will
notice that the voices of Ren and Mr.
Horse have changed; this is due to the
departure of John Kricfalusi, reportedly
dismissed because Nickelodeon found
him to be too "grotesque".
Kricfalusi's warped sense of humor
still manages to come alive with such
tracks as "Nose Goblins" and "Ren's
Pecs". "Nose Goblins" is self-

explanatory, but "Ren's Pecs" is a
ballad about Ren's move to Hollywood
in search of fame and fortune after
having Stimpy's derriere implanted
into his pecs. Stimpy's tender plea:
"No matter where you go/No matter
what you do/Remember there's a little
bit of Stimpy's butt in you.•
The CD crosses many musical
realms: blues, jazz, polka, and african
beat inspirations.The music and humor
is undoubtedly aimed at adult listeners,
but will be devoured by preteens.
The record stops at nothing, going
so far as to parody the album cover of
the Beatles' Abbey Road. Overall the
CD is a desirable mix of grossness,
intelligence, and immaturity. But be
forewarned: this album is for the-hard
Ren and Stimpy fans only. 000

,ptitiff;
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The quality music thrift store

Buy,Trade
Consign & Layaway
CDs &TAPES/
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

943 PORTAGE AVE.
ACROSS FROM DELUCA'S

PH. 788-0967
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Movie not worth love or money

making a phone call to the doctor
warning that Mr. Jones has once
again gone crazy.
The second, a bank teller. assists
Mr. Jones in closing his $12, 000
bank account, joins him for lunch,
has sex with him, and accompanies
him to the symphony. She later
makes a failed attempt to locate
him. Question 2: What are these
characters doing here? And
Question 3: Where did Mr. Jones
get the $12, 000?
For the better part of the movie,
Mr. Jones is in and out of the
hospital, refusing to take his

medication and raving about
classical music, airplanes, and
flying. You're simply left
wondering if maybe you've missed
something, as the film's pieces just
don't fit together; just as soon as
you think you're onto something,
an unrelated plotline comes from
out of the blue.
her
As for the doctor,
relationship with Mr. Jones never
makes any sense. It's difficult to
tell whether she feels simple
compassion or attraction . And just
when the relationship appears to
be headed for friendship, she sleeps
with the guy.
Question 4: Why would anyone
want to spend $8 to see this movie?
0

Cool Runnings
Review by Kerri Lynn
Smith

N Gabrielle Anwar and Conan O'Brien lookalike Michael J. Fox star in the film equivalent of a McDonald's restaurant.
For Love or Money
Review by Aileen Goos

C

alling For Love Or Money
a choice comedy is like
calling McDonald's a
choice restaurant.
The substance of the story is
flavorless and predictable, to say
the least_ And it falls short of any
fresh ideas.
Michael J. Fox plays Doug
Ireland, a concierge with the golden
touch, about to make his dreams of
owning a luxury hotel come true.
Along the way he falls for Gabrielle
Anwar (Scent Of A Woman).
Problem: Anwar is having an
affair with the man who holds Fox's
dreams, financially, in the palm of
his conniving hands.
The cookie-cutter plot of boy
meets girl, boy charms girl, boy
gets girl has been done to death.
And in this particular case, you're

Projector-O-Matic
Rating System
00000 Classic
0000 Excellent
000 Average to Good
OOFair to Poor
0Abysmal

left with the unsettling aftertastes
of one of Fox's more recent flops,
The Secret Of My Success.

Later, Fox must choose between
the woman he loves, or the dream
he's been developing for years.
Hence the title, For Love Or
Money.

Once Anwar figures out that her
boyfriend intends on stealing Fox's
property, she realizes that it was
Fox she was in love with all along.
Next scene, they're strolling out of
a limo in wedding garb.
But wait, what about the
financing for Fox's luxury hotel?
Well, quite conveniently, packages
are mixed up and a vacationing
guest (Michael Tucker of L.A..
Law) receives Fox's blueprints.
Quelle coinsidence, Tucker just
happens to be filthy rich!
The outrageous side-dish
characters offer little more than
anecdotal diversions to the lack of
beef in the storyline.
If you're set on seeing this flick,
wait for it on home video it
shouldn't be long! 0

Mr. Jones
Review
Pickering

I

definitely for you.
Ri chard Gere, playing the manicdepressive Mr. Jones, is rather
lovable when the film begins, what
with his daring foolishness and all.
However, only once in the movie
does one witness the seriousness
of his sickness.
Question 1: Is this supposed to
be a comedy?

Lena Olin, in the supporting role,
plays the doctor who cares for Mr.
Jones when he's admitted to the
hospital after his first attempt at
"flying" (jumping off a roof). Her
character is, at first, a very reputable
psychiatrist But by the end of the
movie, she's simply a blubbering
bowl of mush that sacrifices her
moral and ethical standards by

having sex with Mr. Jones.
As the movie progresses, there
are two characters that are
introduced then dropped. One, a
construction worker, saves Mr.
Jones from a fall. He appears later
in the movie to invite his new friend
to dinner. Nothing happens. And
toward the end of the movie he
makes a sudden reappearance,

file r^o^cctor
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A

s the Jamaican bobsled team

captured the hearts of the
world, so too does the movie
Cool Runnings, a light-hearted
comedy based on the true story of
the team at the '88 Calgary
Olympics.
The downright absurdity of the
situation itself keeps you
laughingand cheering throughout,
and the presence of some blatant
humor makes it difficult to wipe
the grin from your face.
Derice Bannock (Leon) is an
Olympic-class sprinter who is
determined to make it to the '88
Olympics in Seoul. His hopes are
shattered when he collides with
two other competitors in the
national team qualifying race: big,
bad, and bald Yul Brenner (Malik
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Yoba) and the little rich kid Junior
Bevil (Rawle D. Lewis).
Bannock's determination
doesn't end there. He decides to
put together a bobsled team with
the help of his pushcart, racing
buddy Sanka Coffie (Doug E.
Doug), Brenner, and Bevil. He
finds coaching help in the former
bobsledding champion, Iry (John
Candy).
Iry quickly puts together a fourwheel racer, which the team uses

for training and racing down the
Jamaican hillsides. He also builds
up their endurance to cold by
sticking them inside an ice cream
truck.
After overcoming many
obstacles, including the cynicism
of many, the team makes it to the
Calgary '88 games, where they
come face to face with numerous
other obstacles.
From their first experience with
winter, to their acquisition of a
bobsled, right through their fight
in a country and western bar, one

cannot help but sympathize and
laugh at the Jamaicans' wacky
escapades.
And the classic happy, but not
too happy, ending will leave you
feeling good all over.
The movie is a tribute to the
spirit and determination of the team
and their accomplishments, and
well worth the price of admission.
000 1/2

Demolition Man
Review by Stan Mak

I

f you should happen to
admire SYLVESTER
STALLONE'S NAKED
BUTT then this is the film for you.
Actually, Demolition Man is
quite fun if you keep in mind that
it's a fantasy. At times the action
and violence are so intense that it
parodies the action film genre. The
stunts in the film are spectacular
and the special effec ts are top notch,

but at times the fight sequences
seem to border on the ridiculous in
their intensity.
Unlike Cliffhanger, Stallone's
last action epic,DemolitionMan is
deeply immersed in non-reality. if
producer Joel Silver (Lethal
Weapon trilogy, both Die Hard

■ Stallone (left) prepares to kick Snipes' ass in Demolition Man. Bring 'em on!
films) had attempted to pass this

off as a realistic depiction of the
future, the film might have died
a quick death.
Instead, Silver creates a view
of the American future that is
entirely satire, poking fun at a
variety of subjects from freedom
of speech to hi-tech sex.
Much of the film takes place in
the year 2032 where supercriminal Simon Phoenix (Wesley
Snipes) has just been thawed out
of "cryo-incarceration" for a
parole hearing. In short order,

and reinstated as an officer with a
mission to stopPhoenix. The ensuing
battles between Spartan and Phoenix
become the focus as Phoenix wades
through the pacifists with abandon.
Much of Demolition Man's
comedy comes from Spartan's
attempts to adjust to the severe culture
shock in a society where every word
is monitored and fines are
automatically dispensed from

Phoenix manages to escape,

leaving appropriately named
"murder-death-kills" in his wake.
The police of the future are
unable to handle Phoenix since
there hasn't been a violent death
in over 16 years: "We're police

common to action films. Many
things could be said about the
effects of violence in movies, but
why bother? This one is pure
escapism. Put your money down
and leave the real world behind.
000 la

THEIVEL
seminar
PRESENTED BY THE CANADIAN HOSTELLING ASSOCIATION
Just for fun, we'll add

Budget travel by the experts!
If you're planning to travel
abroad we've got the most
comprehensive overview for
We've got the latest info

refreshments, slides, exhibits
Sunday,
October 31st
and our own travel
12:30 to 5:00 pm
planning kit. To register
2nd floor, 200 Main St.
call the Canadian
Manitoba Sports
Hostelling Association at
Federation

784-1131

on getting there, visas,

CHA members $10 Non Members $15

discounts and heaps more!

House of Seven Gables (1940)

successful ventures into straight
comedy (Oscar) seem to have
finally knocked some sense into
him. Granted, it's not likely that
Stallone will win any more
Academy Awards in his current
career path, but who needs awards
when you've got a trillion dollars?
Demolition Man is very
entertaining in a mindless way

innocent people were accidentally
killed during Phoenix's
apprehension.
Spartan is thawed out of prison

1994 budget travel.

Is Mr. Price in the house?: Five Vincent Price
"house" flicks.

machines when anyone utters a
swear word.
Stallone proves that action films
are his forte. His less than

officers! We're not trained to handle
this!"
Enter Lieutenant Lenina Huxley
(Sandra Bollock), a 20th-century
enthusiast who discovers that
Detective John Spartan (Stallone)
was also imprisoned when 30

House of Wax (1953)
HOSTELLING
INTERNATIONAL

House on Haunted Hill (1959)
by Hilary

f you like a scatterbrained
storyline and poor character
development, Mr. Jones is

The Fall of the House of Usher (1960)

CO-SPONSORED BY

TRAVEL CUTS

Bloodbath at the House of Death (1985)

■ Doug E. Doug, Malik Yoba, Rawle D. Lewis, John Candy, and Leon (1 to r). Cool.

-K.L.

Ilr a Going Your Way!
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Spirit of the West pursues new sound
By Dean Pritchard
pirit of the West has
changed direction.
Band leaders John Mann
and Geoffrey Kelly were in town
recently promoting the release of
their sixth album, Faithlift, which,
like its predecessor, 1991's Go
Figure, continues to mine new
areas of influence for the band.
considered strictly a "celtic folk"
band when they began recording
10 years ago, Spirit of the West has
since adopted a harder, more
electric edge with each succeeding
album.
"On our last CD we were
consciously trying to be more of a
rock band, but still with our own
thing," says Kelly.
"While we don't want to step on
all the work we have done before,
we don't want to be pigeonholed
with the "Celtic folk" tag anymore.
Some have called Faithlift the
band' s Pet Sounds. While that may
be somewhat overambitious, there
is no denying the increased
attention to studio craft on the disc.
"Our producer, Michael
Wojewoda (Barenaked Ladies,
Jane Siberry), was really into the
quirky and the unusual, which is
right up our alley," says Mann.
"It was a good opportunity to put
things on record that you hear in
your head all the time. I think it's
the most adventurous album we
have done as far as the production
end goes."
Indeed. Psychedelic guitar riffs,
marching tuba lines, and dense,
swirling organ washes aren't
touches some older fans would
immediately associate with Spirit
of the West, but they're all a part of
the rich, new musical terrain the
band calls home.
One song, the crunching "Bone
ofContention", conjures up visions
of stadium rock gods with its
lumbering chorus and roaring coda.
"Yeah, well, we indulged
ourselves a little bit with that one,"
says Kelly, laughing."Every kid
that has grown up with rock & roll
has at some time fantasized about
doing that with a tennis racquet in
front of the mirror. We decided to
live it out. It's always the high
point of our live show."
Other songs on the new CD, like
the quietly haunting "Guildhall
Witness" and the jaunty,
picturesque "Sincerely Yours"
recall the band's folk roots.
"We've got a pretty broad
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Phone fun fingers finest films
By Kenton Larsen

S

W

ho among us hasn't wondered what the lady-who-works-at-the-Garrick-Theatre-with-the-big-glasses' favorite movie of all time is? I know I have.
And that's how this issue's "phone hijinks" was born. As always, the alarming, exciting, undeniably telling results listed below are not intended
to assist you in choosing a favorite Jackson.

What's your favorite movie of all time?
,

Towne

Portage Place

Garrick

Employee: "Oh, God, I
don't know."
Projector: "Is that the
one with George Burns
and John Denver?"
Employee(Huh?"
Projector: "Forget it."

Employee: "Gone With the
Wind."
Projector: "Why's that?"
Employee:
(giggles
hysterically) "Just
a
minute." (puts phone on
"hold" for 30 seconds) "It's
a classic."

"It's either Ferris Bueller's
Day Off or Dances With
Wolves. I like everything
about Dances With Wolves
and Ferris Bueller is just a

Northstar
Employee: "I don't know."
Projector: "But you work in
a theatre."
Employee: "Yeah, I've seen
too many movies."
Projector: "Can you narrow
it down to three?"
Employee: "No, I can't."

classic."

-

,

■ Spirit of the West continues to mine new areas of influence on Faithlift. They play the Walker on Oct. 20.
spectrum of music to work with
now, " says Kelly. "We've proved
we can do the raunchy stuff, the
mellow stuff, and the acoustic stuff,
so we dabble in all of them to
create something different every
time."
Mann and Kelly wrote all of the
songs on Faithlift, a right borne
from their status as sole original
members of the band.
"We never say we aren't going
to do one of Linda's (McRae) or
Hugh's (McMillan) songs," says
Kelly. "But I think they also don't
bother approaching us with the idea
because they know we might say it
doesn't seem right for the band."
"Geoff and I have been doing
this for 10 years, and we're very
honest with each other," adds
Mann.
"We think on a certain musical
and lyrical level. You invite
someone else into that process you
find it just grinds down. We are
very blunt with each other when
something isn't working and for
someone not used to that, it can be
a difficult thing to hear."
Spirit of the Westplay the Walker
Theatre on Oct. 20.

ad
tEherojector!

Spirit of the West - Faithlift
(Warner)
Review by Jeff Ryzner

CONSUMERS

S

pint of the West fans can
finally relax.
Faithlift, their new CD, isn't
as bad as lead vocalist John Mann
said it would be during last year's
Hollow Body Tour.
Though much more electric than
previous works, Faithlift delivers
with a wide variety of new sounds
along with a healthy dose of the
folk music fans have learned to
expect over the years.
Songs like "5 Free Minutes",
and "Slow Learner" lead off the
new CD with a soft rock sound that
should attract some well-deserved
radio play. That statement may
sound like the end of the world for
most Spirit fans, but the tracks
don't end here.
The second half of the disc
explodes into an unexpected fullblown, hard rock sound with songs
like "Mum's the Word" and "6th
Floor".
But not to worry, there's still
plenty of classic Spirit of the West
to go around for any remaining
die-hard folkies, most notably on
'Sadness Grows" and "Sincerely
Yours".
Although it might take some
getting used to, Faithlift reflects
the band's search for new musical
ground. Hey, it worked for U2,
right? 000 (out of five stars)
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"Quality at Affordable Prices"

"

EYEWEAR FRAME SHOW &
CONTACT LENS OPEN HOUSE

1 DAY ONLY!
Saturday, Oct. 23, 9-5 p.m.
V ZEST

COFFEE & DONUTS

FRAMES
From

$1290°

with single vlskon roman.

DAILY
WEAR CONTACT
LENSES
From

$ 59 0 0

Eye examinations arranged

Westwood Village Mall
3302 Portage Ave.
925-2810

Th■

•IW,S•03•71),VagratIrt....

St. Vital
"Dead Poets Society
because it's a comedy and
drama, and happy and sad
all at once."

neotsuricomtpo
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Halloween howlin' good time
By Randy Rummery
SA Promotions Coordinator

I

is that time of year again
for pale faces, bloodshot
eyes,and really frightening
hair.
No, it's not the day after firstterm exams, it's time for the annual
Halloween bash! Join the ghoulish
festivities Friday, October 29 in
the South Gym from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m .
And remember to wear your best
ax-murderer or cute Disney
character garb (or anything else)
for a chance at the prizes for best
Costume.
But if dressing up isn't for you,
have no fear, because there will be
plenty of top-notch entertainment
for the evening. Kenny Shields
headlines the bill, with special
guest Lenita Erickson leading it
off.
Tickets are on sale now in
DM20, so start planning your
costume!
*

*

A little love can put a lot of food
on the table.
CMOR presents Love Songs for
the Weak at Heart, a marathon
effort to encourage the donation of
non-perishable items to the Food
Bank.
Station DJs will lock themselves
in the radio booth on October 26
and 27, playing all your favorite
(and least favorite) love songs for
hours and hours and hours....
Drop off your donations at the
station, and while you're there,
request a love song for the apple of
your eye. Or the kiwi fruit. of your
eye. Or whatever. Just make sure
you drop off some muchappreciated food.
*

Rob
Congratulations to
Hutchings, winner of the Garth
Brooks ticket giveaway sponsored
by Red Carpet Food Services.

Niro,

■ Scared Weird Little Guys have

nothing to do with Halloween, but weren't they great?

a

RRCC student shocked by male" dancers"
"G-Force" clearly most popular, judging by applause, money
By Sheri Fox

T

he sign above Mirrors' bar
at the Assiniboine Hotel
every Thursday night
boasts: more muscle, more skin,
and more flesh!
A $2 cover charge gets you quite
a show, including three male
"dancers".
Perhaps "dancer" is too kind.
"I didn't realize they got so
naked!" onlooker Hillary Fieber
exclaimed.
Appearing fashionably late, after
8 p.m., Mr. Nude Monterey, "Ice
Blue" kicked off the show.
He danced to a hip-hop • beat,
undulating for three whole songs.
Another patron, Wendy Wood,
said that she's married, to a guy
she's dated since she was 13.
"I didn't realize they came in so
many sizes and colors!" she
gasped. "What a wide, wide
world."
American Gigolo Jason Steel
took to the stage next, dancing,
flipping, doing handstands, and
straddling ladies sitting a little too
close to the dance floor.
Unlike the previous two all-nude
dancers, G-Force, a stripper from
Vancouver, left more to the
imagination, leaving the stage in a
towel hiding his unmentionables.
"I'm out to entertain and have
fun, not to show off my thing," he

said.
G-Force was clearly the most
entertaining, judging from the
applause and S2 bills littering the
floor.
G-Force said he's not shy about
flaunting his body, nor does he
ever get nervous.
And yes, his mother knows how
he makes a living, and has even
seen his show.
When asked for his real name

and a picture, however, he declined,
saying that because he was born
and raised in Winnipeg, it wouldn't
be such a good idea.
Attending a strip show for the
first time, I must also admit that I
was shocked at what I saw.
It was truly amazing to see male
patrons outnumbering female
patrons three to one.
No, the men weren't wearing
pantyhose or anything like that,

but there was a large number of
regular, beer-drinking,
swashbuckling men just standing
around and playing pool, oblivious
to Steel doubled over backward on
the stage.
One sees new and strange things
everyday. I got a hard lesson in life
that night.
Really hard.

Upscale neighborhood,
Down-home heart.

Beverly
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Hillbillies

WITH
SOMEONE
ELSE'S I et a Pr te al
PROBLEM

Addicts think they're only hurting themselves.
They're wrong.
Discarded needles can cause serious diseases

like AIDS or hepatitis B.
help Not,.

Call your public health department
or the police.
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Vote magic over politics
Anyone who can hide an elephant
in his pants deserves to be Prime
Minister in our books!

Dear Trixie and Sasha:

Dear Trixie and Sasha:
I need your help in deciding who to
vote for in the upcoming federal
election.
Normally I just flip a coin, see a
fortune-teller or ask my Aunt
Martha, but I'm out of change, I
can't afford to go to the circus and
my Aunt Martha won't return my
calls ever since I threw that turkey
at Thanksgiving.
I'd pick a federal leader myself
but, after watching the television
debates, I think I'd throw up if I
had to choose on of those morons!
Campbell and the conservatives
are too secretive, the Liberals act
like apes and the NDPs are just too
wacky and cockamamie to take
seriously.

Who do you think I should vote
for?

- Politically Perplexed
Dear Politically Perplexed,
We know exactly where you're
coming from when it conies to
those political crazies down in
Ottawa and, until Tony Knowles
runs for Prime Minister, I don't
think the answer will ever be
crystal clear. We didn't make up
our minds on who to vote for
until last week, when we were
watching old Doug Henning
magic videotapes and saw him
make an elephant disappear. We
heard that he's got his own party
these days, so we' re recommending that our readers vote for him.

By observing the photograph next
to your column, I can tell that the
two of you watched Mr. Dress-Up
when you were growing up. Therefore, I'm hoping that you can solve
my problem.
For the past six months, I've been
having horrible nightmares about
Casey and his little dog, Finnegan.
The dreams always start out the
same: Finnegan walks up to me
with a ball in his mouth, I throw the
ball and, as he goes to retrieve it,
CASEY COMES CRASHING
THROUGH THE WINDOW ON
A HARLEY DAVIDSON YELLING "I'M GONNA' KILL YOU
WITH MY BARE HANDS! HAHA-HA-HA-HA!"
Then Casey gets off his motorcycle and lights up a big cigar.
What does this mean?

- Dressed Up With No Place
To Go
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Dear Dressed Up With No
Place To Go,
Are you out of your cottonpickin' mind, Dearie? Dreaming about Casey and Finnegan is
a lot like tearing up pictures of
the Pope - just 'cause Sinead
O'Connor does it, doesn't mean
you should. All we can suggest is
to quit smoking those Cuban cigars before you go to bed and,
above all, stop looking deep into
Casey's sadistic little eyes when
you watch the show. If this
doesn't work, there is a center
for Casey and Finnegan addiction you can visit in Pittsburgh.

Dear Trixie and Sasha:
I watch a lot of Oprah, Donahue,
Montel Williams and that Geraldo
guy, and I think that you two psychological wizards could kick some
serious butt if you had your own
show. Have you ever thought about
hitting the airwaves and teaching
all these overpaid, overwatched
schmoes a lesson? I'd love to see
you come on after A Current Af-

fair.

- An Obsessed, Wacky, Possibly Nutty Fan

COULD 11 Be?
DARE wE NOPE?
IT IS! IT IS
IT'S STILL_
APJOTHER es-uNIDAkiE
ADvENTURE

We've turned down offers from
oodles o' TV networks to do our
own show. We feel that everything fun that we could possibly
do has already been done. For
instance, our first show would
have been about people who obsess about Casey and Finnegan
from Mr. Dress-Up, and we already saw that covered on Maury
Povich's show last week. We're
also concerned that all the additional media attention would
turn us into the richest two
women on the planet, and we'd
become shallow and stupid. We
should also point out that WE'D
NEVER GIVE UP THIS PROJECTOR GIG IN A ZILLION
YEARS!
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Dear Obsessed, Wacky,
Possibly Nutty Fan,
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Red River Community College Academic President

Tony Knowles
Tony Knowles
Collector Card

3

Card 3
Tony's Rockin' Halloween

doesosowTh

Collector Cards!
Save these
valuable cards!
If Tony was
traded to the
Los Angeles
Kings next
week, this card
would be worth
a fortune!
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"Some guy in the back row sneezed."
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CIIS S ilie d S
runanig
The Projector
Red River's only campus newspaper, is read
Projector is
Projector,
The
by two-thirdsof
the soident population.The
know. Be a part of
what students read when they need to
the paper everyone's reading. Put your message in the

ROOMS FOR RENT

0“eitte Soars eve `74-e
70e44 fet Wea,te

Projector.

ROOM IN HOUSE IMMEDIATELY, St. James. Close to
bus route. Call Dwayne at
831-0760

Publishing Dates ished every second Monday.
is published
The Projector
s before publication
Deadlines
All material is needed five workingce
des is available
if proof is required. Couriered proof servi
free of charge.

ROOM AND BOARD in

Camera-ready artwork: prior to Monday issue.
Deadline is 4pmWednesday

house available immediately.
Call Mrs. Hunter at 786-7739
SUITE IN HOUSE available
immediately. $275.00. Close to
RRCC. Call Garth at 837-6439

Non-camera-ready artwork:
rn Monday prior to Mondry issuel.
Deadline is 4p
Colour Advertising
Black plus one color is available. Bates on request. No
bleeds accepted.
(993-1994 RATES
Flat Rates
Full Page-$300 .00
Half page-51 60 .00
114 Page-5 85 .00
1/8 Page-$ 50 .00
1116
Page-$30.00
Premium
surcharge of 20% for preferred space or time
•
placement
**All prices include set-up where required.

LARGE BEDROOM and
basement in a house 1/2
block off Portage and next
to Polo Park. Shared
Kitchen and Bath (Main
Floor). Laundry and Parking included. Ideal for individual or couple. Phone
Jocelyn or Brenda at 7725896

VOLUME DISCOUNTS
3-8 Insertions- 10 %
9-14 Insertions-20%
15 and over-30%
Inserts
$40.00 per thousand
Minimum inserts: 5,000
x1V
Maximum folded size: 8.5 .
Five working days are needed for all requests.
Let's do business
Seize the opportunity by contacting.

TYPING
Todd J. Scaletta, CMA
Executive Director
RRCC

Tel: (204) 63244 73
96Fax:(204)63-78

TYPING

VER 'S

£

ft o
,

W

STATION

este

se

Oct er 26 noon
Goal: 1000 items of food donated
to the RRCC Food Bank
BRING YOUR DONATIONS TO CHOP OR THE TOWER LOUNGE

24 HOUR EVENTS

Pool Tournament!
Prizes from Pepsl, El Molina",
and the Pizza Factory!

TERM PAPERS - 1.50/PAGE,
DBLE SPACED, 2.75 SGLE
SPACED
RESUMES
2.50/PAGE AND GENERAL
TYPING DAY & EVENING
CALL HELGA 832-0939
WESTWOOD
WORD PROCESSING
ALL PAPERS PROOFED AND
SPELL CHECKED, GRAMMAR, EDITS INCL. DEGREES
IN ENGLISH & EDUCATION.
LASER. TOP QUALITY. ANNE
831-5720

ea, C,4*.IX-oM it4V4tS 41-

•rejsretz,...”twmf

I *All businesses that aren't I
I student initiated must buy I
• ad space. Call 632-2476 or ,
0am-43471.
i. :3-2375-8
632..

I'VE
LOST MY
IGNORANCE
AND
DON'T
KNOW
WHERE
TO FIND
It

Public Service
Announcement

DO YOU NEED someone to

type your assignments, term
papers, etc? I can help! Word
processing services available
at a reasonable cost. Call Vicki

The St.Boniface Hospital Research Foundation will be holding its annual Open House on
Sunday. October 31. 1993 at the
Research Centre, 351 Tache Ave
from 1-4 p.m.

at 222-6211

FOR SALE
FOR SALE, Brother CE50

Typewriter. Perfect condition.
Has many features. $200 OBO.
Leave message with Mrs. Gunn
at 772-0021

This year's theme is "Mysteries of
the Mind" with displays featuring
the MRI, Migraines, Mental Disorders and Degenerative Diseases
associated with aging, Multiple
Sclerosis, Alzheimer's Disease
and much more.

PLEASE

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

RECYCLE
•

.-sratith.114.49.,.%,,M104#.41-at

Student? Association

I Need to advertise I
I for a roommate? I
Do you have a
in room to let? Need •
i to sell your car? or i
I Do you have typing services to of- I
I fer? ADVERTISE I
I in the Projector 1
I Classifieds FREE! I

—•

Any Student or
Staff interested in
forming a Toast
Masters club at
RRCC
Please contact Gordon
Fardoe at the SA Office
DM20 Tel:632-2375
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SPOR S

Four predictions on the year ahead in the NHL

Neil Hiebert looks into his crystal ball

Will Teemu and the Jets soar to new heights?

By Neil Inched

A

flintier hockey season is
is upon us and you're left
dazed and confused. Do
not worry my children, the hockey
guru is here to answer all of your
questions. Here are the gum's 40
can't miss predictions for the 1993
/ 1994 season.

straight Norris trophy.
8. Chelios is sidelined for 3 games
in January after he gets his chin
caught in a door.
9. Dino Ciccarelli sees his icetime
decrease under Scotty Bowman.

1. Anaheim Mighty Ducks lose to
everyNnly including the Ottawa
Senators.

10. Ciccarelli is suspended in April
after constantly refusing to wear
pants while he signs autographs.

"). Stu Crimson can not make the
Ducks so he is offered a job playing
Goofy at Disneyland.

11. Hartford shows continued improvement.

3. Tic Dom i' s popularity continues
to soar in Winnipeg.
4. In March the Domi family is
stunned to learn that his eyebrows
are seeking a divorce.
5. Steve Leach becomes a star right
winger for the Boston Bruins.
6. Leach continues to baffle fans
by signing autographs as "The
Riverton Rille".

12. Nobody shows up to the games
in Hartford so there is no proof
they really are improved.
13. Wayne Gretzky rebounds with
a 100 point season.
14. Janet Gretzky gets fired from
doing testamonials for
infomercials for being "too
wooden".
15. Montreal has a good season
but fails to win the cup.

vows to sign some free agents.
17. New Jersey does not improve
under new coach Jacques Lemaire.
18. Coach Lemaire begins to suspect Staphane Richer and Claude
Lemieux are the same player after
never seeing them together.
19. Darius Kasparaitis continues
to hit opponents ferociously.
20. Kasparaitis continues to hit bars
hard as well and after getting picked
up for his second impaired driving
charge has only this to say for
himself, "Da, une more Voodka
please".
21. Igor Ulanov drives the jets goalies crazy by coughing up the puck
at least three times in a game.
22. Igor Ulanov coughs up beer
money for the Jets goalies after
they threaten to circumsise him
with a hockey skate.
23. Mark Messier enjoys stellar
comeback season.

24. Mark Messier misses a game in
October after scientists mistakenly
tranquilize him thinking they had
discovered Cro-magnon man.
25. Alexedre Daigle becomes the
darling of the Ottawa fans.
26. Teen pregnancies mysteriously
rise a staggering 62 per cent.
27. Eric Lindros becomes the most
dominating power foward in
hockey.

28. Bonnie Lindros becomes the
most dominating mother in hockey.
29. Mario Lemieux has yet another
standout season.
30. Lemieux continues to take trips
to Minneapolis even though there
is no longer a team there.
31. Housley and Hull form a potent
combination in St. Louis.
32. Neither make the All-Star team
because nobody can figure which
position they play.

7. Chris Chelios garners a second 16. After the season Patrick Roy

33. Bren t Gretzlcy enjoys professional
success for the first time with the
Tampa Bay Lighting.
34. B rent not so lucky personally when
all the women he meets keep asking
him if they can call him Wayne in
front of their friends.
35. Doug Gilmour has another outstanding season in Toronto.

ing to get a professional tryout.
Last year's WHL scoring leader,
Jason Kyrwuluk, has commited to
the University of Alberta this year
, while players like Woods, Tracey
Ka telinikoff and Mery Priest have
found Ii fe after the Western League
in the CIAU.
"I don' t know if there's thatmuch
you can do," said Ridley of potent ialc hanges to the system . " Maybe
some things with marketing to
make it more exciting for the players. I don't think there are any real
problems."
Critics of university hockey argue with sagging attendance and
routine financial losses, the program is doing nothing but sucking
tuition dollars into a group of gonowhere athletes. According to
Ridley that's not the point.
"The biggest goal of university
hockey is to combine the athletic
experience with school. The U of
M is doing better than most Canadian colleges."

Northeast

Vancouver
Los Angeles
Calgary
Edmonton
San Jose
Anaheim

Detroit
Winnipeg
Chicago
Toronto
St. Louis
Dallas

Washington
NY Islanders
NY Rangers
Philadelphia
New Jersey
Tampa Bay
Florida

Pittsburgh
Montreal
Quebec
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Ottawa

Pacific Division: Vancouver outdistances Los Angeles to the finish
line. Edmonton, San Jose and Anaheim: it's called offense - look it
up.

37. Vancouver Canucks continue to
win without Petr Nedved who leaves
to play with a European team.

Atlantic Division: Washington holds off the Islanders and the
surprising Rangers. Tampa Bay and Florida battle over bragging
rights for Florida. That's one trip this tourist won't be taking.

38. Nedved returns when he realizes
how much 1,000,000 rubles actually
is.

Northeast Division: Pittsburgh is left standing in the league's
toughest division. Hartford and Ottawa both better hope they get a
football team because they're not going to see the playoffs for a while.

Pacific

Central

Atlantic

Northeast

Calgary
Vancouver
Los Angeles
Edmonton
Anaheim
San Jose

Detroit
Winnipeg
Chicago
Toronto
St. Louis
Dallas

NY Rangers
Philadelphia
NY Islanders
Washington
New Jersey
Tampa Bay
Florida

Pittsburgh
Quebec
Montreal
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Ottawa

Pacific Division: Calgary has too many winners not to come through,
while Vancouver doesn't have the blueline to be a contender. Watch
Anaheim develop into a respectable club.
Central Division: Forget the regular season standings - the real winner is
going to be whoever saves the most gas for the playoffs. Any of these six
teams could challenge for the cup.
Atlantic Division: Mike Keenan will make the Rangers a winner in the
regular season, but the Flyers are closer than you think. The Tampa Florida rivalry should produce some interesting hockey.
Northeast Division: With or without Mario, the Pens will finish on top.
Quebec is a good goalie away from challenging, so Pittsburgh is safe
until then. Buffalo should challenge for a playoff spot.

39. Washington secures a playoff
berth behind the strong goaltending
of Rick Tabbaracci.
40. Team's playoff hopes sustain a
blow in december when Dale Hunter
is suspended for attacking the owner
at a team Christmas party.

By Brock Ilolowachuk
and unspectacular.
"I dont think the U of M has had
much of a problem that way," he
said. "I think they have more guys
in the pros and minor pros and
European Leagues than a lot of
other schools."
"But what they're there for is to
give guys a chance to play some
high level hockey."
Many in the hockey community
feel this high level dropped when
limits were put on players ages and
experience levels were introduced.
"In terms of young guys coming
in, it was pretty tough when I was
there. With limits on age and how
many years you can play, it's giving a lot of guys the chance to get
a scholarship."
It's hoped that an increased calibre of player might increase the
chances of competition, and with
that some recognition from the professional leagues. The CIAU is
now laden with Western Hockey
League and Junior B players fail-

Atlantic

Central Division: Detroit edges the Jets with Chicago not far behind.
St. Louis makes the playoffs thanks to the pathetic Pacific division.

Washington Capitals star defends Canadian university hockey
Canada, it's more of an athletic
thing."
Ridley emerged from the Bison
program during it's peak. A Canadian Inter-Athletic Union MVP
and two time All-Star, he left for
the professional ranks with current NHLers like Stu Grimson and
Grant Ledyard. Ridley has gone
on to a productive seven years in
the NHL, six of them with the
Capitals. A perennial candidate
for the Selke Trophy as top defensive foward, he is proof that a
career in the professional ranks
can be forged from the Canadian
universities.
But Ridley is the exception most players see their competitive
hockey end the day they receive
their degree. Since the mid - eighties the output of productive hockey
players has slowed to a trickle.
Ater Brad Woods, a current Bison
who earned a tryout at this years
Winnipeg Jets camp, graduates to
the next level have become few

Central

36. Scandal erupts in March when it is
discovered Gilmour is actually John
Ritter from TV's Three's Company.

An interview with Mike Ridley
t's a fact - Canadian uni
versify hockey just isn't
producing quality hockey
players anymore.
But to one of the University of
Manitoba's premier graduates, it's
downfall and potential death
doesn't matter.
"I don't know if the mandate is
to produce professionals," said Bison hockey product Mike Ridley.
"I think that's more of an American thing."
Ridley spent two years with the
Bison's before signing a free agent
contract with the New York Rangers, later moving on to the WashMom Capitals. Along with former
Edmonton Oiler Randy Gregg, RidIcy stands out as an example of a
Canadian system that lives in the
shadow of it's high-budget cousin
in die United States.
"You have a different system
compared to the American colleges.' Rid ley explains. "They have
the money to make it a business. In

Pacific

Views expressed
in these columns
are those of the
journalists and do
not necessarily
reflect the views
of Projector staff.

NEIL HIEBERT

BROCK HOLOWACHUK

Pacific

Central

Atlantic

Northeast

Pacific

Central

Atlantic

Northeast

Vancouver
Los Angeles
Calgary
Edmonton
San Jose
Anaheim

Detroit
Toronto
Winnipeg
Chicago
Dallas
St. Louis

NY Islanders
NY Rangers
New Jersey
Washington
Philadelphia
Tampa Bay
Florida

Pittsburgh
Montreal
Boston
Quebec
Buffalo
Hartford
Ottawa

Vancouver
Los Angeles
Calgary
Edmonton
San Jose
Anaheim

Detroit
Winnipeg
Toronto
St. Louis
Chicago
Dallas

Washington
NY Islanders
Philadelphia
New Jersey
NY Rangers
Tampa Bay
Florida

Pittsburgh
Montreal
Quebec
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Ottawa

Pacific and Central Divisions: Detroit will be the best team in these
two divisions (Western Conference). Yzerman, Federov, Ciccarelli,
Probert, Drake, Coffey, Burr, Primeau, Koziov... 'nuff said.
Rookie Of The Year Candidate: Jason Arnott, Edmonton. The
seventh pick in the 1993 draft has been very impressive thus far.
Player On The Rise: Mike Modano, Dallas. This speedster is only 23
and already in his fifth season. It's breakthrough time for Mr.
Modano.
Player On The Decline: Any one of the several grizzled Chicago
Blackhawks.

Pacific Division: In the league's weakest division, Vancouver, Los
Angeles and an improved Calgary team will battle it out for first while
the remaining three teams will battle for the cellar. The Oilers' possible
last season in Edmonton will definitely be their worst.

Atlantic and Northeast Divisions: The Pittsburgh Penguins will be
the best team in these two divisions (Eastern Conference). If Mario
Lemieux can stay relatively healthy, Pittsburgh goes back to the cup.
Rookie Of The Year Candidate: Alexander Daigle of The Ottawa
Senators. For $2.5 million a year, he better be for Ottawa's sake.
PlayerOn The Rise: Jaromir Jagr, Pittsburgh. At only 21, this season
will be Jagr's finest hour.
Player On The Decline: Bernie Nicholls, New Jersey. Only tour short
seasons ago, Bernie tallied 155 points. What happened?

Atlantic Division: The most consistent regular season team, Washington,
will likely finish first in the division now that Pittsburgh is gone. Expect
the Islanders and Eric's Flyers to have their strongest seasons in years.
The Rangers will not improve under Mike Keenan.

DAN MACKENZIE

Central Division: Though it is likely to take a few dozen games before
Scotty Bowman's influence sets in for the Detroit players, the best coach
in history is likely to put the Red Wings in the cup final. The extremely
confident Jets are likely to squeeze by Toronto, while the improving
Blues slip by the Blackhawks.

Northeast Division: The mighty Penguins are out for revenge as much as
their newly acquired tough defenceman Marty McSorley, who lost the
cup in the final last year.With or without Lemieux, stars like Jar,
Francis, Stevens, Mullen, Tochett, Murphy and rookie sensation Martin
Straka will see to that. Montreal, Quebec and Boston will likely be neckin-neck for second place.

JASON BECK

